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From the Directors
Dear Parent/Carers
As the Christmas break approaches we would
like to thank all staff, students, parents and our
Strategic Advisory Panel for their hard work and
support this term. There has, as always, been
a huge number of opportunities for our pupils to
extend their school life, through the curriculum,
at lunchtimes and with workshops and school
trips.
The students have worked very hard on
assessments in the penultimate week of school,
and our KS4 students have graduated in their
Beauty course to achieve certification in
Manicure and Professional Standards for
Therapists set by the Guild of Beauty
Therapists.
Many students have entered a
poetry writing competition following a ReWrite
workshop, and we have submitted an entry by
a Year 10 student following Digital Day.
Overall we have made progress in many areas,
especially in improving the standards of
attendance,
punctuality,
uniform
and
behaviour. There have been many high points
and lots to celebrate since September and the
students have been a credit to you and the
school. Having said that, there is still much to
do; we must sustain the improvements and
really work to build on our successes and
continue the push to improve attendance and
punctuality.
The school continues to strengthen its
curriculum offer, as well as facilitating
personalised learning such as music mentoring,
in January we partner with a gallery for
students to compete in the Arts Award.
Finally, with the backdrop of uncertainty in
many parts of the world, we encourage
students to remember those less fortunate - We
wish you all a safe, enjoyable Christmas break
and best wishes for a happy and prosperous
2018!
Warm wishes
Directors
Sophie Nelson

Christmas Holidays start at 12.30pm on
Thursday 21st December.
INSET Day is on Thursday 4th January,
Target Setting Day is on Friday 5th January,
so pupils’ first full day back is on Monday
8th January 2018.

NEWS & EVENTS

As always, it’s been a busy and packed
term, here at PhoenixPlace. There have
been many trips and visits since September.
Our students were invited to the Copperbox
Arena for the Taekwondo Championships,
where we saw British athlete Christian
McNeish competing, as well as athletes from
all over the world. We were lucky enough to
meet Christian, and his sister Isabelle, who
was taking part in the ladies competition!

Our Year 7 & 8 students were taken on a
trip to the Southbank, recently, to see the
Christmas markets. Despite the snowy
weather, they enjoyed the experience &
were rewarded for the Christmas cheer with
a treat at Pizza Express!
Year 9 students were taken to Covent
Garden by their Tutor Sheila, and teaching
assistant Linda. The purpose of the trip was
to teach the students about budgeting and
public interactions, covering Maths and
PHSE.
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